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Why this
Whitepaper?
From HABITANT® we want our

For its part, Reason Why is the leading

experience and knowledge to

Spanish media outlet serving the

contribute to the innovation and

marketing, advertising and

modernisation of the economy,

communication community. With more

generating a common benefit that

than 50,000 subscribers to its daily

helps and enriches us all: clients,

newsletter and 200,000 unique

agencies, consultants and experts.



monthly users in our country, it leads
the national marketing trade media

That is why today, in a context of

based on being relevant, innovative

increasing digitisation and

and with quality reporting, values for

consolidation of electronic commerce

which it is considered as the most

and new consumption models, we

useful and influential media outlet for

created this whitepaper with the

marketing professionals in Spain.



strategic and intellectual collaboration
of Reason Why.



The sum of expertise and knowledge of
both companies, combined with an

At HABITANT®, a division of Globant,

extensive research background up to

we are digital marketing, innovation

thirty studies and reports with a global

and digital sales consultants,

scope having been carried, allow us to

specialised in the integration of digital

share our learnings with you so that

assets, technology, creativity and

they can serve as inspiration to help

content, media and data. We overcome

you in your decision making and drive

business challenges by designing

the progress of your projects and goals.



products, services, strategies and
communication that optimise
experiences and generate results. We
have a multidisciplinary and
multicultural team that has contributed
to the growth and development of more
than 70 brands in more than 7 markets.
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Introduction and
context

In partnership with
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Embracing
Jose Llinares

Head of Digital Sales


change

at HABITANT® 


The increase in online sales and the

Omnichannel, ecosystem integration

consolidation of new consumer models

and hybridisation of strategies define

as a result of behavioural changes

the new commercial reality. It is a new

stemming from the pandemic have led

scenario where, in addition, being

to the digital environment in Spain

aligned with values such as

definitively establishing itself as a sales

transparency, respect for the

channel that has a relationship with

environment, equality and diversity is

users. Through this channel we seek

also essential with respect to achieving

information, we constantly and

objectives.



naturally evaluate products and
services and, of course, we buy. And in

I invite you to read this whitepaper to

this context, brands must inevitably

strengthen your knowledge about

develop strategies that allow them to

digital sales, get inspired by new

achieve business contacts, generate

practices and discover useful tips to

influence and sell to grow their

boost the performance, efficiency and

businesses.



competitiveness of your business
strategies. It is a unique time to

The omnipresence of the online world,

embrace change, explore new terrain,

together with its growing complexity,

and walk the path of evolution. You just

forces us to combine disciplines and

have to think how far you want to go.


efforts and places us in a continuous
process of adaptation and evolution.

As marketing and sales professionals
we must use our ability to know the
consumer, analyse data, apply
technology and generate creative
solutions to serve a twin purpose: to
connect with customers by raising
standards in meeting their expectations
and to maximise opportunities offered
by the digital world to generate value
and scale results.
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Accelerating
digital sales
E-commerce has become not only one
of the main sources of income for
thousands of companies, but also the
business model of many digital native
companies. E-commerce turnover in
our country increased by 9.3% yearon-year in the fourth quarter of 2020,
reaching 14.613 billion euros,
according to the latest data provided
by the CNMC. For the year as a whole,
it exceeded 51.6 billion euros, 5.8%
more than the previous year.

Worldwide retail 

e-commerce sales are
estimated to reach
4.921 trillion dollars in
2021.  


The growth of this channel, added to

the change in consumer habits caused largely by the immediacy and
convenience of the digital environment
- is accelerating and increasing the
importance of online sales. In turn, this
pushes companies to work in depth on
their processes and strategies in this
channel, putting the focus on
innovation, technology and knowledge.


Companies that learn to deal with the
volatile ecosystem of the digital
environment will be ready for the
disruptive future of this new context.


Evolution and forecast of retail
sales in e-commerce worldwide 

(in trillions):


Online sales revenue 

in Spain in the first
quarter of 2021 

rose by

+65%
Source: Salesforce.

7.385$
6.773$
6.169$

5.545$
4.921$
4.213$
3.351$

+19,6%
+13,8%

+21,0%

+22,3% +23,4%

+24,5%

+17,8%

2019

2020

2021

2022

Reality

$ in trillions.

2023

2024

Forecast
E-commerce Retail Sales.

Source: eMarketer.

6.

% Total Retail Sales.

2025
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2.

What do we
understand by a
digital sale?

Before beginning to
describe the ideal
process of a digital sale,
it is necessary to define
what a digital sale
consists of and what are
the main assets where
this occurs.

In partnership with
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Digital 

sales

Own e-commerce
sites
The “classic” digital sale.
They are digital assets (app or website)
that consist of a catalogue of products
that can be purchased with a direct
transaction.


There are many examples: 

Zara’s Website, Disney Store, etc.  


A digital sale is one in which the digital
channel has intervened, either as a
direct sales channel or as a facilitator
of it (providing the commercial contact
to another channel where the sale is
finally made). The former is known as
direct digital selling and the latter as
assisted digital selling.

Understanding both concepts, and
being clear about your processes, will
be key to successfully creating a
comprehensive digital sales strategy. 



ransactional
websites

Own acquisition
websites


panding the concept of
e-commerce.

Reaching potential customers.

Unlike what we traditionally
understand by e-commerce, these
websites are not based on a catalogue
of products that are for sale, but on
registering for services where the
transaction is carried out via the
website.



They are websites or landing pages
whose purpose is to get commercial
contacts (leads) from users interested
in your products and services to,
subsequently and through other
channels, close the sale.



T

Ex

The difference when it comes to an
e-commerce site is conceptual and
minimal since, generally, an
e-commerce site is associated with a
physical product and stock.


ome examples of these websites are
the ones from Virgin telco, Iberdrola,
Renfe, etc.
S

Below we detail the different assets
and channels available in the virtual
ecosystem to achieve digital sales:

These types of digital assets are often
used for more complex or expensive
products or services (taking out a
mortgage or insurance, enrolling for a
master's degree, buying a car, etc.).
Therefore, the digital channel normally
plays the role of attracting potential
buyers and the sale is closed in
another channel, such as by telephone
or in the physical store.


xamples: ESIC, Securitas Direct,
BMW, etc. 

E
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Marketplaces
Selling beyond our environment.

Marketplaces are third-party online
stores where there are different sellers
and brands with a wide variety of
products and categories. Here, end
customers can find extensive
catalogues and better prices due to the
competition that is generated by the
sellers being grouped in one place.
Companies are offered the power to
benefit from aspects such as traffic,
logistics or the reputation of these
marketplaces.


They usually generate two types of
direct sales:










Direct B2C: manufacturers and
brands sell directly to end
consumers. 



Comparison 

sites and other
acquisition
environments

Affiliation &
Resellers

Getting leads thanks to third parties.

W

Comparison sites are third-party digital
assets that help us to get commercial
contacts (leads) of interested users in
our products and services. They allow
sellers to benefit from their traffic and
audiences to achieve a very significant
volume of leads that, after managing
them, can end up as sales.


The sales that are made through them
are considered assisted sales (a
third-party website is paid for the
commercial contacts that they get for
us).


xamples: Rastreator, Google Lead
Ads, Facebook Lead Ads, etc.


Agreements at all levels.
ithin the different models that help
us to achieve digital sales, there are
different types of agreements:
payment for referral sales, paying third
parties who sell our product, paying for
leads that a third party gets us, etc. All
these types of agreements generally
fall within the scope of affiliation.


This type of collaboration can provide
us with both direct digital sales (the
sale is made in our digital environment
and, thanks to an identifier, we can
determine that the origin of that sale is
due to the influence of an affiliate) or
indirect digital sales (sales made on
third-party sites are paid for).



E

Direct B2B2C: manufacturers and
brands sell to the marketplace and
they are the ones that resell to end
consumers.


There are many examples and more
and more are being arising: Amazon,
Ebay, El Corte Inglés,
PcComponentes, etc.



xamples of affiliate networks:
Tradedoubler, Ad Pepper, Antevenio,
etc.
E

ABITANT Tip

H

“The use of these assets or channels
is not exclusive. Opting for a strategy
that encourages integration and
coexistence will not only open the
doors to greater business
opportunities, but will also strengthen
the relationship with consumers by
building an accessible and available
brand through multiple points of
contact.”
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3.

Phases of the
process of a 

digital sale

Once the basic concepts
are understood, it is
important to know what
process a digital sale
goes through and what
main disciplines it is
made up of.

In partnership with

1.
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Main phases of
the digital sale
process


h h
4 interrelated phases in a non-linear
way and that, depending on the type of
product we need to sell, it can vary in
time and way.


.

Data

We must know how to orchestrate the
h q
factors that come into play throughout
the process. Depending on the phase
we want to work on or improve, we will
have to use certain techniques or
actions.


A digital sale goes t roug a process of

C
.


different tec ni ues and cross cutting

	


Programmatic (Video/Display). Objective: overage.

.

C

Paid Social Objective: overage

Creativity


Awareness


Exposure

Triggers

Programmatic
(Video/Display). 

Objective: 

Prospecting.


Native


Discovery Ads.



Marketing


x

advertising.



E ploration

Automation.



Evaluation

Influence

Loyalty

ATC Digital.



Paid Social /


Remarketing


Organic Social

(Audience

(Affinity

buyers). 



Audiences).


SEO / 


h

Purc ase

Paid Search


Experience

(Generic).



Conversion


Technology

h. Objective: Conversion.	

.

Affiliation / Suppliers / Buyers.

Programmatic / Retargeting Objective: Conversion.
SEO / Paid Searc

Digital Assets / CRO

HABITANT adaptation of the process:

“Navigating Purchase Behaviour de Google”.
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3. Phases of the process of a digital sale.


3.1. 

Phase 1:

Awareness


Be in the minds of our
consumers before they
need us.


In partnership with
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If we know
that our
customer will
have a need,
how do we
anticipate it?


Before making any purchase decision,
the customer already has different
options for products and brands in
mind. Therefore, being part of their
"top of mind" beforehand increases
the probability of being chosen in their
evaluation and consideration process.


In this sense, and in order to generate
reputation and thus increase the
propensity of users to select our
products, investment in
communication plays a fundamental
role in the digital sales strategy
(always trying to correlate the impact
of these actions on the sale).


Therefore, we must get people to know
us because when users get to know us
and have previously been impacted by
our brand, they are more likely to be
converted.


Some interesting
facts:
Users who search for a specific
brand on Google are 10 times more
likely to buy compared to users
who search for generic terms.
Source: HABITANT

The conversion rate on Facebook
increases by 15% among users who
have previously been impacted by
some form of communication from
the brand.
Source: HABITANT

HABITANT Tips
“Carrying out thorough research with
your users and including “design
thinking” methodologies to find out
what are the “triggers” that activate
your user will make it easier for you to
influence the process.”
“Television is still the medium par
excellence to generate reputation. If
your budget permits, try to correlate its
impact with your digital sales to
understand the contribution of GRPs to
your business model.”
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3. Phases of the process of a digital sale.


3.2. 

Phase 2:

Influence


How to help the user to
decide.


In partnership with
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3.2.1.

The
omnipresence
of the digital
channel

The digital channel is continuously
present in our lives: when we travel by
metro, while we travel or when we
watch television. Furthermore, we use
it for various activities:
communicating, getting informed,
entertaining ourselves, etc. Without
being aware of it, this constant use of
the digital channel influences us when
making a purchase. Whether buying
lipstick or a car, users constantly use
the digital channel as a source of
information and when searching for
opinions.

User signals when researching and
getting informed.


Therefore, the digital channel is not
just a sales channel, but it also exerts a
great influence on consumer behavior
when deciding. As the user resorts to
the different digital channels as tools
for evaluating and searching for
information, they generate signals of
interest that, when used correctly, can
help us to increase our sales.


User

What main signals can we
have from a user?

Device

Socio-demographic
information

Types of

ads viewed

Content consumed

Location

Previous purchases

Browser

Time

Website behaviour

ome interesting
facts:
S

Among users who search and buy online, 71%
use marketplaces as a channel to search for
information, and of these, 9 out of 10 buy on
these platforms (either via computer or
mobile).

More and more consumers, especially Gen Z, are
using social media to search for products and
brands. Globally, 58% of centennials prefer to
do research in this way before buying from a
brand.

Source: IAB Spain.

Source: Kantar.
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3.2.2.

Creating

An interesting

audiences

fact:
Audiences generated by users who
previously visited news content

How can we use these user signals? 



have an average propensity to
purchase between 20% and 30%

An audience is built around the same

higher.

attribute (or the same characteristic)
shared by different users, such as

Source: HABITANT

interests, age, behaviour on a website
or type of content consumed. In this
way, we can group different users

HABITANT Tip

based on that attribute they share to
offer them our campaigns and related

“As audiences allow segmentation, it

messages.



is important to approach each of them
with a specific message in order to be
more relevant. The relevance of the

These attributes -and this is where the

message is a factor that increases the

power of audiences resides- come
from different data obtained above all
from browsing habits, and can

Integrate the interest and motivation
of the user to improve our relevance. 



incorporate information from other
sources, such as sales from the offline
environment.

Thanks to the possibility of grouping
users with similar attributes, we can
improve our relevance. If we know the
potential of these audiences, and use
them correctly, we can influence the
process by adjusting and personalising
the message to be more relevant and,
we can even prioritise users with a
greater propensity to purchase.



Audiences are one of the main players
in the digital environment and how
they are understood and used can be a
determining factor for improving the
results of a digital sales strategy. In
addition, the types (sociodemographic, interest, behaviour) and
technologies that allow them to be
created are varied: from audiences
that are easy to create, such as those
that already exist on the platforms
themselves, to models where we
integrate data from our CRM or other
more complex formulas where
different data sources are integrated
with the use of CDPs (Customer Data
Platform).


16.

probability of getting a sale.”
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3.2.3.

Audience
origin
Audiences are generally classified
into three types based on the source
of the data.

First 


Second 


Third 


Party Data


Party Data


Party Data


This refers to audiences generated

This data is obtained from the

This refers to data purchased from

thanks to their own data, collected by

"first-party data" of other platforms

companies that are not data collectors.

systems such as a CRM, ERP, call

such as Google, Facebook or Amazon,

To obtain it, we can reach agreements

centres, apps or the use of the

which permit the use of their

through the use of Data Exchanges, to

company's website. Generally, this

audiences when using their advertising

which we can connect thanks to

type of data is the most valuable, since

platforms. Thanks to them, we can

technological solutions such as a DMP

it shows real behaviour (not inferred,

benefit from the data of reliable large

(Data Management Platform) or a CDP.


as in other cases) and it is also

digital players to integrate it into our

exclusive, hence generating a

campaigns.

competitive advantage.
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H w

ypes of
audience

epending on the type of data, the
source or channel from which it is
obtained and the nature of the
information that they offer us, different
types of audiences can be created,
with different but complementary
purposes, to achieve the objectives of
the business. In this sense, we can
have:

T

D

Audiences based
on behaviour on a
website

Audiences provided Audiences based
by other
on databases

advertising
(or “customer match”)

platforms

These audiences are created from the
behaviour of the user on our own
website. 


For example: users who visit us for the
first time, users who have visited us
more than 3 times in 1 week, users
with items in the shopping cart, but
who have not completed the
transaction, etc.


Type of data : first-party data (data
from our digital analytics tool).



Advertising platforms (Google,
Facebook, Amazon, etc.) collect data
about their users that they make
available to us when carrying out
advertising campaigns.


Among others, this type of audience
could be:











Socio demographic: age, sex, city,
etc.


Interests: travel, sports, beer, etc.


Intention: looking to change
mobiles, going to move house,
becoming parents, etc.
Type of data: second-party data (data
from an advertising platform) and / or
third-party data (transfer of data
through agreements with third
parties).
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Thanks to the email or telephone
number of your database, audiences
can be generated on different
advertising platforms, thus being able
to export the clustering of our CRM or
our campaigns.


Some examples of this type of
audience are: any relevant cluster of
your CRM can be transformed into a
media audience, such as buyers from
the last 30 days or users in your
database who have not bought in the
last 30 days. The potential of this type
of audience will be determined by the
business information of your CRM and
its use.


Type of data: first-party data (own
data, generally from our CRM).
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Contextual

Audiences based

audiences

on big data 

models

This is a simple audience that relates
words of interest to your business with
digital content, offering your ads when
those words are mentioned.



These audiences are the most
sophisticated and the most powerful.
By crossing information from different
sources, thanks to big data and

Some examples of this type of

machine learning, we can generate

audience are: users who read content

propensity to purchase models based

that includes "mortgage comparisons"

on data on previous behaviour. This

when you are a bank or "best car

will allow us to prioritise the

2020" when you are a car

investment over those users that

manufacturer.



interest us the most (higher conversion
probability), thus ensuring the best

Data type: second-party data

possible return on investment.



(third-party content data).

Data type: first-party data (data from a
CRM + digital analytics + other own
sources).
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3.2.4.

Use &
exploitation of
audiences
Audiences: a resource with infinite
possibilities


As we have seen, there are many types
of audiences. The more data we have,
the greater potential for optimisation
and testing we will have in our
campaigns.


However, the potential of these
audiences depends on the advertising
platform that we use and the data that
we may be able to integrate. Use of
audiences is based on continuous
optimisation and constant comparison
between their performance.


Digital sales are not only for the
biggest.


Thanks to audiences, we can impact
our niche or proximity users. Initially,
we might think that facing the digital
environment requires great investment
efforts or that users only buy from
large online giants like Amazon.
Although part of this is true, we must
not forget that the omnipresence of the
digital channel means that consumer
behaviour is influenced in all their
decisions, including local
consumption.




An interesting
fact:
Searches for "now near me" have
grown globally by more than 100%
year-on-year.
Source: Think With Google.


HABITANT Tip
“In a highly competitive environment
such as the digital environment, where
advertising platforms are increasingly
homogeneous and with Google,
Facebook and Amazon gaining greater
market share, the creation of
audiences based on own data
(first-party data) becomes the
competitive advantage to achieve the
best results and be different from the
competition.”
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3.2.5.

Search 


Understanding what users are looking
for, associating searches with the

Some interesting

engines

phases of the digital sale process or

facts:

Search engines also help us to

to understand what motivations they

influence the consideration process.



have in order to create ad hoc

attracting users through this channel

audiences, are key actions that will

In the first semester of 2021,
"Search" ranked second in digital
channels in investment, with 381.6

Search engines have become the main

help us to influence our potential users

million euros (+ 8.7% compared to

environment where to find information

so that they end up turning into a

2020).

about a product or service, that is why

digital sale.



Source: InfoAdex.



they focus a large part of the efforts on
digital sales strategies (whether in

Likewise, the execution of joint SEO/

According to marketers, 49% of

advertising investment, the creation of

SEM strategies is also key, in which

the e-commerce traffic they work

content or other actions that allow

both areas work in an integrated way

companies to appear in the organic

to cover the largest number of search

with comes from search engines,

results).

results possible, optimising the
investment to the maximum.


compared to 46% from advertising
online.

Source: IAB Spain.
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3.2.6.

Retargeting

In truth, only a small part of the users

Retargeting and the creation of

who visit a website end up making a

customer audiences can also be

purchase or completing an operation.

applied successfully in our loyalty

We can also use retargeting

This forces marketers to put all

and repeat-purchase strategies.



strategies to influence our users.



available digital resources at their
disposal to convert those users who

A very common practice is to create

Despite the fact that some users may

left the site without buying. In this

customer audiences, segmented by

consider the ads that “pursue them” as

sense, retargeting is a useful strategic

the point where they are in the

intrusive, retargeting is one of the

method to remind buyers of their

relationship process with your

digital sales techniques that works

original interest and attract them back

brand, to show specific messages.

best since it allows us to always be

to finalise their purchase process.

For example, if you are a beer brand

present for those consumers who have

and you know that your user

shown interest in us and to accompany

generally buys every 15 days, you

them during their purchase decision

can generate a list of customers

process.


who are due to buy in the next week
and offer them an interesting
promotion or message.


HABITANT Tip
“Personalising messages through
content or user action increases the
possibility of getting the sale. For
example, if a user has consumed a
certain type of content, adjust the
message to that type of content or, if
they have visited a certain product,
make a reminder message about that
product using creativity.”
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How does

Does persevering

An interesting

retargeting work?

so much work?

fact:

Imagine that a potential customer,

If we compare a strategy focused on

Let's check out some results of

from their laptop, gets information

the conversion results of a prospecting

real digital campaigns where we

about various items on your website,

action (whose objective is to acquire

have impacted users with the same

but leaves it without adding anything

new users who do not know us) versus

product message, during the same

to the cart

a retargeting one, we can clearly see

period and in the same

connects with their mobile device and

how perseverance in retargeting

environment, and the only thing

sees an advertisement for one of the

works, increasing profitability and

that has changed is the type of

products that they considered for

efficiency in comparison with other

audience (separating the

purchase, in addition to other items

campaigns.



prospecting audience, who still do

. A few days later, this user

that they had not previously seen

. 


However, it must be taken into account

With this impact, they remember the

that both types of strategies

brand and, intrigued by the ad, return

(prospecting and retargeting) are

to the website to finally make a

complementary and must coexist

. This is retargeting in action.

purchase

within the conversion funnel.


not know our brand, from the
retargeting one, who are users
who have already interacted with
us):


CPL / CPA: we observed a 55% decrease in
the conversion cost of each user in
favour of the retargeting strategy.  

Conversion rate / CVR: a 140% increase in
conversion rate in favour of the
retargeting strategy.
Source: HABITANT (example).

HABITANT Tip

“It is advisable to plan an upper
funnel prospecting phase that helps us
to work on brand awareness and
attract new traffic. This then makes it
easier for us to feed all the subsequent
stages of the customer journey
(influence, conversion and loyalty)
through a suitable retargeting
strategy.”
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3. Phases of the process of a digital sale.


3.3. 

Phase 3:

Conversion


Facilitate the
purchase; the
moment of truth.

In partnership with
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3.3.1.

Usability &
design

Managing to close

Make it easy:

the sales process

usability, design
and conversion

Closing the sale is essential. And there

What may be obvious for someone,

is nothing worse than losing a

may not necessarily be so for a user

customer who is clear that they want

from another country, with a different

to buy from us, but cannot do so for

age or with different motivations or

reasons such as "I could not sign up",

contexts. That is why it is essential to

"the website did not load", "I left my

simplify the process, always offer the

mobile at home and I have no other

necessary options and have the ability

option to receive the code I need”, etc.



to resolve any doubts. For this
purpose, there are disciplines such as

Therefore, a detailed focus on the

usability; focused on thinking and

process where the sale occurs is a

rethinking processes, designing them

fundamental part of being successful

and achieving the best user

in a digital sales strategy.


experience; and design, focused on
making content arrive in an
understandable and friendly manner.

Interactions

Moodboard

Wireframes &


Colours

prototype


Information

architecture


UX

UI

Layouts

User Research

Graphic Design

Scenarios

Typography

An

interesting

fact:

65% of customers want to buy from companies that facilitate online
transactions and that are fast.

Source: Zendesk.
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3.3.2.

Omnichannel


Use

of digital coupons to redeem in

physical spaces.



There is a false belief that users buy
less from their mobile. If your data
says so, you probably have a problem

The digital and physical channels are

Use

of "call tracking" technologies

with the mobile experience of your

interrelated, so we must work with

to integrate information from the

digital assets since users buy

both channels under a comprehensive

digital channel into our systems.



indifferently from any device. 



vision that allows us to understand
how users interact between these two

CRM

data integration in our digital

Ensuring

that our experience is

environments and how to offer them a

campaigns to integrate our

perfectly optimised for mobile devices

unified experience.



business information.



is essential to maximise our digital
sales.



The importance of omnichannel.



Use

of geolocation signals that

allow us to increase the relevance
If digital selling is a process, we must

of our ads.


be able to understand how different
contexts, beyond digital, influence it. 



Mobiles

are not the problem, the

problem is

your shopping

experience.



What if your digitally influenced users
end up in the physical store? What

Within omnichannel we must take into

about those users who call by phone

account the multi-device environment

first?



in which people move, with mobile
being the main device at present.

There are numerous techniques that

Some interesting
facts:
The inclusion of a telephone
tracking tool and the integration
of its data is capable of producing
a 20% increase in sales.

Source: HABITANT/Walmeric.

allow us to improve both traceability
and our ability to obtain data and

According to PwC's Global
Consumer Insights Pulse Survey,
39% of users globally have made
purchases via mobile on a daily or
weekly basis in the last 12 months.
A figure that has grown by 9%
since 2020.

subsequently optimise it, in particular:

Source: PwC’s.

HABITANT Tip
“Have an all-encompassing view of
your offline and online data. For
example, you can activate your store
data (if you have identifiers such as
mobile or email) to generate lookalike
audiences, which convert 10% better
on average than generic audiences.”
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3.3.3.

Conversion
Rate
Optimization
(CRO)
There is always room for continual
improvement. 



What if our page loaded a little faster?
Is it necessary to request all this
information from our user? Is our
message attractive enough?



We can always improve our assets,
with the aim of achieving the highest
number of digital sales, by working
with CRO (Conversion Rate
Optimisation). It is a joint discipline
between usability, design,
development, analytics and acquisition
that helps us to improve through
experimentation and continuous
testing.


HABITANT Tip

“When working with CRO, we should
not focus solely on design aspects of
our site. A low conversion rate can be
explained by a low qualified traffic
source or a promotion launched by our
competition. Having an overall picture
of the complete conversion process
will help us to clarify which
hypotheses to work on to improve our
ratios.”
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3. Phases of the process of a digital sale.


3.4. 

Phase 4:

Loyalty


Scale your 

digital sales. 


In partnership with

How to improve your digital sales


3.4.1.

Marketing

Some interesting
facts:

automation

94% of consumers think that a
brand that offers a "very good"

Generally, building customer loyalty is

customer experience will likely

more profitable than acquiring new

recommend that company to other

customers. Thus, once the sale takes

people.



place, another path begins: the loyalty
one. And as few products are bought
just once, we have to generate

There are financial rewards to

repetition, retention and generate

improve the customer experience.

memory.



Simply increasing customer
retention rates by 5% increases

When someone becomes our

profits by 25-95%.

customer, we usually have something

Source: Qualtrics XM Institute.

very valuable: their contact details.
Having their email address, their
telephone number or even their

73% of North American consumers

username on social networks gives us

would recommend brands with

a direct communication channel

good loyalty programs, while 80%

through which we can get them to

consider that these encourage

repeat their purchase.



them to continue doing business
By using CRM through the generation

with the brands. Moreover, 68%

of clusters (groups of users that share

modify the amount of their

common attributes), we can combine

spending to maximise loyalty

them with Marketing Automation tools

points.

that send communications

Source: Bond.

automatically, hence generating more
relevant offers.
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3.4.2.

Customer
service in
digital
The digital environment has opened a
direct and immediate communication
channel between consumers and
brands, offering opportunities, but also
generating threats. To this we must
also add the increase in demand
among users - largely the result of
growing competition: faster responses,
shorter shipping times, etc.


Therefore, we face a more demanding
consumer and to be able to retain
them, we must use all the service
possibilities that the digital
environment offers us: social networks
and messaging, client apps, private
areas, specific content for clients, etc.
There are numerous actions that will
help us improve loyalty.



These new ways of contact require
allocated and trained resources to
handle requests directly and in real
time, adapting traditional response
protocols to these digital channels. In
addition, we must complement these
protocols with repositories of
questions (FAQs) which we can refer
our users to, when possible, to
generate a faster customer service
flow (keep in mind that normally most
questions have been asked
previously).



Some interesting
facts:
70% of consumers worldwide
believe that a company is only as
good as its customer service.



In addition, it is important to consider
the feedback obtained from these
channels as they give consumer insight
into existing problems, pointing to the
most relevant areas for improvement
in our business.

7 out of 10 consumers feel
comfortable with personalising
communication, as long as it is
done using data that they have
shared with the brand directly.



59% of consumers prefer an
empathetic customer service
experience over a quick
resolution.

Source: Genesys.

42% of consumers expect to
receive a relevant discount within
24 hours of identifying themself
with a brand.
*Sample: United States, United Kingdom, Australia
and New Zealand.


Source: Twilio Segment.
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3. Phases of the process of a digital sale.


3.5. 

Other 

factors 

that influence 

the process

Product. 

Creativity. 

Technology. 

Data.

In partnership with
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3.5.1.

Product

Doing so will help us both to retain our
customers and obtain new customers
who will see their needs reflected in

Product, product and more product



our offer.



Beyond our efforts in digital, it is the

Brands that, even in times of crisis,

final product that proves its value or, in

continue to innovate and invest in a

other words, good advertising or

long-term vision, obtain better results

creativity does not make up for a bad

than those that do not.

product.


We must be open to suggestions and

An interesting
fact:
Faced with the impact of the
pandemic, Kantar recalled in their
BrandZ that the share price of the
20 most innovative brands grew by
246% - almost twice the rate of the
S&P 500 - between 2008 and 2019
despite the economic recession.
Source: Kantar.



improvements that may come from our
customers. It is essential to adopt a
work process based on continuous
improvement and evolution of our

HABITANT Tip

products, prices, associated services,
etc. 



“Constantly research and take into
account the voice of the user in your
R&D processes. A brand that innovates
by taking into account the needs of its
audience, generates better
engagement and growth than one that
does not.”
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3.5.2.

Creativity

Some interesting
facts:

Use creativity when approaching your
customers



Companies that use the
combination of creativity,
analytics and purpose can
increase growth rates 2.3 times
more compared to companies that
do not use any of the three
elements. During the pandemic the
figure rose to 2.7 times.

Developing creative messages with the
capacity for impact is essential when
communicating with your users.
Achieving differentiation and a unique
identity will make your brand create
more engagement and interest and,
therefore, sales.


Source: McKinsey.

In 2021, Kantar held the Creative
Effectiveness Awards. They
analysed more than 10,000 ads to
identify the habits of creative
effectiveness which include: be
distinctive, be meaningfully
different and trigger consumer
emotion.
Source: Kantar.

HABITANT Tip
“The digital sales environment is agile,
constantly evolving and learning,
which allows you to continuously test
and trial different actions at the
communication level. Testing, trialling
and comparing until you find the best
performing messages is a
recommended practice.”
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3.5.3.

Technology
To facilitate their understanding, the
technology applied to digital sales is

The engine that drives your marketing

divided into two large groups:

strategy.



Digital sales and technology go hand in
hand. The possibilities offered by the
digital environment are taken
advantage of thanks to technology: the

Adtech:

creation of audiences, correct

Refers to the technologies associated

measurement, the analysis of patterns,

with advertising.

etc.

Martech:
Refers to marketing technologies.

Some interesting 

facts:
Technology accounts for the
largest share of marketing
budgets (26.6%), compared to paid
media (25.1%), human resources
(25%), and agencies (23%).

During 2021, 89% of marketers will
spend more on martech than in
2020. In addition, 32% say they will
spend "significantly" more than
before.

53% of senior marketers plan to
incorporate external support
from martech to fill knowledge
gaps.


Source: Gartner.


Source: Tealium.





Source: CleverTouch.
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Adtech

Paid Social Platforms. 

As a result of the vast amount of social
media we consume, social networks
have become one more advertising
platform where we can carry out
campaigns benefiting from the data
they have to make our actions and
strategies more effective.


Ad Exchanges. 

DSPs “connect” to dynamic platforms
where different websites
(“publishers”) place their inventory to
be purchased through an advanced
bidding system.



Adtech encompasses those
technologies associated with the
purchase of media and its operation.
They are technologies such as:


DSP (Demand Side Platform). 

It is technology that allows us to buy
programmatic advertising that we
generally see as banners or videos on
third-party websites. This tool,
connected with others, makes it
possible to make an advanced
purchase based on audiences on
millions of websites.



Examples: OpenX, AdBrite, Magnite,
Google AdExchange


Paid Search platforms or SEM. 

Advertising is where the greatest
investment is concentrated and there
are different technologies around it,
from purchase platforms (Google Ads,
Bing Ads), to tools for optimisation and
automation.



Examples: Facebook / Instagram Ads,
LinkedIn Ads, TikTok Ads.


Adserver. 

A tool that centralises the
measurement of our media activity
(impressions, clicks, views, sales, etc.)
and also hosts and serves creatives.
This tool is essential to have an
integrated vision of what is happening
in terms of media and to use this data
in our campaigns.


Examples: Campaign Manager,
Sizmek, Adform.


Examples: Google Ads, Bing Ads,
Orbital Ads, Search Ads 360, Marin
Software.





Examples: The Trade Desk, DV 360
(Google), Adform, AppNexus.



HABITANT Tip
“The landscape of technologies
focused on advertising strategies is
complex, there is a huge amalgam of
solutions such as native advertising,
advertising in apps, push
notifications, etc. Betting on one
approach based on integration and
coexistence will help to maximise the
reach and impact of our commercial
communications.”
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Martech
Complementing the technology related
to advertising, there are tools that
allow us to get to know our users, send
them direct communications,
personalise messages or integrate
data into purchasing platforms to
improve them. 


These technologies are extensive, but
the following are worthy of
highlighting:

Web measurement tools.


CRM / CDP / DMP.


Personalisation tools.


Marketing Automation tools.


SEO search engine monitoring
tools.


Others: pricing tools, competitor
analysis, mentions monitoring,
etc. 




Martech: the blurred boundaries
between marketing and technology.


Let's think about this case: if data from
a CRM can be integrated with a web
analytics tool, which allows you to
combine customer data with their
behaviour on a website, and that
information can be brought to
advertising platforms in the form of
audiences, is CRM an Adtech or
Martech technology?


Borders are increasingly blurred and
the trend is leading us towards total
integration, so that all marketing
knowledge is potentially integrable in
campaigns. Indeed, the future of
advertising in digital sales lies in this
integration. Faced with increasingly
dominant advertising platforms
(Google, Facebook, Amazon) governed
by algorithmic optimisation, our
competitive advantage will be in the
integration, analysis and activation of
data in our campaigns because
knowledge of the user without an
activation does not generate digital
sales.


Some interesting
facts:
CRM systems are more important
to a company's success than ever
before. 81% of managers consider
that their CRM is essential in
order to improve the performance
of their organisation and thus,
offer customer experiences
without any type of problem.
Source: Forrester y Salesforce.

54% of advertisers believe that
integrating other data sources
with their own audience
segmentation will be even more
important. According to Kantar,
this combination will guide the
formulation of relevant messages
and improve the impact on the
entire sales funnel.
Source: Kantar.

i

HABITANT T p
“The amount of technology, its
complexity and cost make it unfeasible
to have all the tools on offer. For this
reason, it is advisable to start from
some clear needs and use cases to
carry out a study of the existing tools,
see which ones best cover the uses and
then register for them. In addition, it is
important to establish a prioritisation
as technology stack is a gradual
process.”
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3.5.4.

Data
If technology is the engine, data is the
fuel that drives it and makes it
effective. The collection, storage,
processing, integration and
actionability of said data are decisive
factors when it comes to understanding
the user and enhancing the potential of
the platforms (advertising and own
ones) to obtain a digital sale.



Some interesting
facts:
Given the changes in policies
regarding third-party data, 42% of
professionals in the data area
expect an increase in marketing
investment in the use of their own
data.
Source: IAB and Ipsos.

Organisations believe that their
data can be a differentiator and
its effective use is existentially
important. 84% of companies agree
that data represents the best
opportunity to develop a
competitive advantage over the
next 12-24 months.
Source: ESG.
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4.

Measurament

and attribution
models


How to evaluate the
weight of each channel
in the process of a digital
sale? 



We analyse the different
attribution models.

In partnership with
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How do I
measure the
effect of my
actions on
digital sales?
One of the great problems of digital
sales strategies is the difficulty of
measuring the entire process, that is,
being able to evaluate how our
branding efforts affect sales especially regarding reputation.

To achieve this, we have to apply
some technologies and techniques
that will allow us to understand the
complete process of a digital sale:
Measure all our digital activity via
Adserver to be able to analyse
sales impacted by our direct
actions or assisted by them. 


Generate an attribution model that
helps us to determine the weight of
each of our channels in a digital
sale, in order to balance the
investment (we will delve into this
on the next page). 


Carry out correlation models
between our offline actions and
their impact on a digital level:
website visits, leads, sales
correlated with our television
GRPs, for example. 


Other techniques, such as checking
brand impressions in Google
Search Console or accesses via
direct traffic in your analytics tool. 



1.

HABITANT Tip
“Google and Facebook offer
campaigns with user survey data to
measure the impact at the brand level
(Brand Lift format) as a very useful
measurement resource to assess the
impact of our digital investment in
these channels.”

How to improve your digital sales


Let's learn a little
more about
attribution 

models

An attribution model is a tool that helps us to determine the weight
that each contact channel has in the sales process. Therefore, if a
sale is the result of a process, it is important to know which parts
are most influential and most important, in addition to
understanding how they are related to each other. 

There are different models: 


Last Click.
The most common model. The last channel that originates the click prior to the sale keeps 100% of the
credit of the sale. This model is useful and gives us a vision of the channels that close the sale, but leaves out
the first contacts in the process. It is, for example, the model applied by Google Analytics by default
(although it can be modified).

Last click


Last Click (excluding direct traffic).

It is similar to the previous model, but in the case the last click was from direct traffic - someone visiting our
page without coming from another source - this channel would not be taken into account since in theory, a
person who comes directly to our website will have found out about us through previous actions. Therefore,
it is logical that the value of this sale is attributed to other channels.

Last click


First Click Model.
A model that gives 100% of the sale weight to the first click. This model is interesting to determine which
channels are the ones that generate more reputation and discovery to trigger the sale.

First click


Linear model.


A model where all contact channels share the same weight contribution to the sale.

Linear

Model based on the position (Position-based).
A model that gives greater weight to the first and last interaction and less weight to the intermediate
channels. This considers that in the process of a digital sale, the ones that activate and close the process
are the most relevant.

Position based


ime decay model.

T

A model where the most recent points of contact have more weight than the first ones. In this model, it is
understood that the most recent contacts are most relevant.


Time decay


ata-driven model.

D

This is the most advanced model and consists of giving each channel a specific weight after analysing the
existing data and analysing how they correlate. It is unique for each advertiser as it is based on their own
data.
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But... how do I
apply an
attribution
model to my
digital sales
process?
Attribution models are tools that help
us understand the process and how to
influence it. It is not a matter of
whether one’s good or another one is
not, rather that they offer us a
snapshot from different perspectives.

The best thing to do is to work with
different models and compare them to
make sure that we understand the
weight of the channels and, through
adjustments in the media plans, to
understand which model is the one
that maximises our results.


And where
can I find an
attribution
model?

Both the digital analytics tools (Google
Analytics / Adobe Analytics) and the
platforms themselves (Facebook
Attribution / Google Ads) include by
default some of these models that help
us to carry out a comparative analysis.


In addition, there are specialised tools
for creating multi-channel models that,
with the help of a data expert, will
allow you to create models based on
your data, which will give a result more
tailored to your reality and the needs of
your business.


Some examples of this type of tool are
Adinton, Singular, Funnel, etc.



HABITANT Tip
“Conducting a comparison of channels
under different attribution models will
help you to understand which ones
influence the different phases of the
digital sale process.”
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So... 

what model
should I use
and when?
There are certain preferences in certain
industries and markets regarding the
different attribution models. It usually
depends on how the buying process is
and the complexity of the product. For
example, on an e-commerce site with a
very short purchase cycle (it takes
users 0 days to make a decision) a
linear attribution model is usually
sufficient or, it may even be 


suitable to simplify to first-click or
last-click models, depending on the
context.


On the contrary, with complex and
long-cycle sales, such as that of a car,
attribution methods such as time
decay or data-driven (or at least, a
linear model) must be weighed up
since as these products or services
need days or weeks to sell, they
require a much more overall vision of
the channels and, therefore, a simple
attribution model would offer us a
rather limited vision.


It can also depend on the sales model.
For example, B2B sales tend to work
well with a time decay model by
offering balance between “time” and
“purchase decision” on channels that
tend to target quite limited audiences
and with especially long purchase
decision times. This makes it difficult
to use other attribution models such as
linear.

Let's see it clearly in this
graph:

Last click


First click


Is your purchase cycle very
short? (0-2 days)

Is your purchase cycle
medium? (3-15 days)

Is your purchase cycle long?
(+15 days)

Is it a impulse purchase? (toys,
sweets...)
Is it a complex purchase?
(cars, a Master's, B2B...) 

Are you highly dependant on
conversions and offline channels?
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Data driven
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5.

Conclusions and
recommendations


In partnership with
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1.

4.

6.

Integration of

Measure, don't

Simplify and

disciplines:












stop measuring,

integrate the

and use the right

partner strategy:

A digital sale is, in reality, a process
that requires an orchestrated and

technology:

synchronised work methodology
where the different disciplines involved

Create a work process in which data is

feed each other and work towards a

the backbone and the trigger for all

common goal. Only integration will lead

decisions and support yourself with

to success.












technology to achieve it. Research,
understand and know your customer.

Aligned models tend to be more agile,
avoid information silos, make better
use of data and its implementation,
build solid roadmaps, generate
synergies and knowledge and,
therefore, increase the performance of
services and their performance in
digital sales.

2.

Omnichannel:
Remember that a digital sale is not
just one that happens on your
website. Therefore, we must

5.

Autonomy and

7.

agility in

Don't know how to

decision-making:

start or how to

understand the concept of digital sales

continue?

from a broad perspective, knowing

Create an agile project, without large

how the online environment affects

dependencies, open to pilot tests to

Start with a diagnosis, identify your

sales that occur in other channels

obtain knowledge that allows you to

areas for improvement and possible

(telephone, physical store, third-party

expand it afterwards when the results

projects or actions that can help you

site, etc.) and vice versa (for example,

support you in a process of constant

to boost and increase your digital sales

how television investment generates

improvement. It should be like a

and improve the experience you

an increase in digital sales).

“start-up” within your company - a

expose your users to in digital

project that is nurtured and

channels. Work out an action plan and

coordinated by the strategic directions

recommendations. And ask for help if

of the company (business plan and

necessary.


3.

Acquire, convert,
accompany:

value proposition), but that
autonomously adapts these guidelines
to the reality and the particularities of
its environment and digital context.

The process of a digital sale begins
long before the basic act of getting the
sale and it never ends with the final
click. We must have a holistic vision
when working.
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Get to know us
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HABITANT® is a Digital Marketing,
Innovation and Digital Sales
Consultant.


We are specialists in the integration of
digital products, technology, creativity
& content, media and data to generate
better experiences and produce great
results.


Do you want to know more about how
we have helped to boost the Digital
Sales of clients such as BBVA,
Iberdrola, Virgin telco, Disney, ESIC,
Estrella Galicia, Grupo Euskaltel 

o UCJC?
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Contact us:
habitant.es
olga.bautista@habitant.es 

915319021
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Reason Why is the leading Spanish

Contact us:

media outlet serving the marketing,
advertising and communication

reasonwhy.es

community.
 
info@reasonwhy.es 

Leader in audiences and considered
the most useful and influential media
outlet for marketing professionals in
Spain, our purpose is to offer and bring
truthful information to a demanding
audience that demands inspiration and
criteria to continue developing and
enjoying their profession.



In this context, we help brands and
agents to build and execute intelligent
communication projects that allow
them to obtain benefits - in the short
and long term - connecting their
activity with the ideal audience and
equipping the protagonist with the
values necessary to achieve their
objectives.
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